A novel noncollagenous protein encoded by an alternative transcript of the chick type III collagen gene is expressed in cartilage, bone and muscle.
We have identified a noncollagenous protein, Col3alt, encoded by an alternative transcript of the chick type III collagen gene; its amino acid sequence is out of frame with the collagen coding sequence. This 178-amino-acid protein is unique and has no recognizable motifs other than a hydrophobic domain. Col3alt is found in embryonic cartilage, muscle and bone and in the proliferative and prehypertrophic zones of juvenile chicken growth plates. The protein is intracellular in immature chondrocytes and myoblasts, but is extracellular in well-differentiated cartilage, muscle and bone, despite the lack of a conventional signal peptide. These results demonstrate an unexpected economy of genome utilization in which a single gene, using alternative promoters, gives rise to two unrelated proteins, type III collagen and Col3alt.